The Days of Wine and Roses

Ensemble (or Solo) Style - Harmonized Melody (intermediate level)

Key of F

The days of wine and roses,

twice

Fill

laugh and run away

like a

child at play (through) the meadow land to-

or reverse

ward a closing door, a door marked never-
2nd verse:

My lonely heart dis...

closes, just a passing breeze,

filled with memories of the
"The Days of Wine and Roses" - Ted Greene Compig (key of F)  p. 3

25 golden smile that introduced me

E7 fill

27 to the days of wine

or C

30 roses and you

[Optional for measures 29-31.]

days of wine and roses
The Days of Wine and Roses

(Fragment)

Bb7  C7  A#7  D9m9  Am7  D7b9  Dm11  G9

the  days  of  wine  and

C13sus

F

roses  and  you.

days  of  wine  and  roses  and  you
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